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An Algorithm for Covering 
Polygons with Rectangles* 
D.  S. FRANZBLAU AND D.  J. KLEITMAN 
Department of Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
Decomposing a polygon into simple shapes is a basic problem in computational 
geometry, with applications in pattern recognition and integrated circuit manufac- 
ture. Here we examine the special case of covering a rectilinear polygon (or 
polyomino) with the minimum number of rectangles, with overlapping allowed. The 
problem is NP-hard. However, we give here an O(v z) algorithm for constructing a 
minimum rectangle cover, when the polygon is vertically convex. (Here v is the 
number of vertices.) The problem is first reduced to a 1-dimensional interval "basis" 
problem. In showing our algorithm produces an optimal cover we give a new proof 
of a minimum basis-maximum independent set duality theorem first proved by E. 
Gy6ri (J. Combin Theory Ser. B 37, No. 1, 1-9). © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Covering a polygon with the minimum number of rectangles i one of 
several computationally difficult polygon decomposition problems, sur- 
veyed in O'Rourke and Supowit (1983), and Johnson (1982, pp. 189-191). 
The problem also has practical applications. One is creating a mask for 
etching an integrated circuit, where polygons represent wires and trans- 
istors. (A mask has the same function as a photo negative.) A pattern 
generator flashes rectangles onto the mask material; the final mask is the 
union of the rectangles (Chaiken, et al., 1981; Hegedfis, 1982; Mead and 
Conway, 1980, p. 93). Another application is to storing and displaying 
figures on a computer terminal (Masek, 1978). Here we shall restrict atten- 
tion to rectilinear or Manhattan geometry. We assume polygons are aligned 
with the x-y  coordinate axes, and are polynominoes, finite subsets of unit 
squares in a grid, with integer vertices. 
A rectangle cover for a polygon R is a collection of rectangles contained 
within R, whose union exactly covers R. A minimum cover is one with the 
minimum number of rectangles. 
We also assume that rectangles are subsets of squares (aligned with the 
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FXG. 1.1. (a) Rectilinear polygon which requires ten vertically aligned rectangles in a 
minimum cover (since there are ten squares with no two in a common rectangle). (b)Only 
nine rectangles are required if rotation is allowed. 
x-y  axes). The example in Fig. 1.1, due to O'Rourke (1982, p. 77), shows 
that smaller covers can be obtained by allowing rotation of rectangles. 
A polygon R is called simply connected if it has no holes. R is vertically 
convex if any two squares in the same column of R are joined by a vertical 
line in R, i.e., every column is connected. Define horizontally convex 
analogously (see Fig. 1.2). 
Chvfital originally conjectured that the number of rectangles in a 
minimum cover of R is equal to the maximum number of squares in R with 
no two in a common rectangle, as in Fig. 1.1(a). Small counterexamples 
were contructed by Szemer6di and Chung (in Chaiken et al., 1981), shown 
in Fig. 1.3(a) and (b) respectively, showing that duality can fail even for 
simply connected polygons. By contrast, Albertson and O'Keefe (1981) 
proved a similar duality for covering with squares, in the simply connected 
case. 
Chaiken, Kleitman, Saks, and Shearer (1981) proved that duality does 
hold if the polygon is both vertically and horizontally convex. Recently, 
Gy6ri (1984) strengthened the result to vertically convex polygons. He 
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FIG. 1.2. Simply connected rectilinear polygons: (a) neither vertically nor horizontally 
convex; (b) vertically convex only; (c) convex in both directions. 
(o) 
(b) 
FIG. 1.3. Two polygons each with a minimum cover of size eight but at most seven 
squares (marked) with no two in a common rectangle: (a) Szemer6di's example (one hole); 
(b) Chung's simply connected example. 
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used a reduction to an interval generating set problem, which is also our 
starting point. 
Here we give an efficient, simple algorithm, which constructs a minimum 
cover for any vertically convex polygon. We also provide a new proof of 
the duality theorem: the number of intervals in a minimum generating set is 
equal to the number of intervals in a maximum "independent" subset. 
Such minimum basis-maximum independent set duality theorems appear 
throughout combinatorics, and are often the key to constructing fast 
optimization algorithms. Aigner (1979) and Lawler (1976) provide good 
surveys of such results. Covering a polyomino with the minimum number 
of rectangles has also been studied as a problem in the theory of both 
graphs and hypergraphs ( ee Berge et al., 1981; and Saks, 1982). 
It is important o distinguish a minimum cover from a minimum par- 
tition into non-overlapping rectangles. There is a simple 0@ 5/2) algorithm 
for constructing a minimum partition using bipartite matching, due to 
Ohtsuki (1982) (where v is the number of vertices of the polygon). (A 
polynomial-time algorithm has also been found by Pagli et aL, 1979, and 
probably by others.) 
However, Masek (1978) has shown that finding a minimum cover for a 
rectilinear polygon is NP-hard (with the corresponding decision problem in 
NP). It is not yet known whether the problem is NP-hard when restricted 
to simply connected polygons. 
(a) 
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FIG. 1.4. Partitioning versus covering: (a) rectilinear polygon; (b) minimum cover (k rec- 
tangles); (c)minimum partition (k2/4 + k rectangles). 
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Partitioning is a poor heuristic for covering in general. Figure 1.4 shows 
a polygon (a), a minimum cover (b) and a minimum partition (c). If k is 
the number of rectangles in the cover, the minimum partition has k2/4 + k 
rectangles. Franzblau (1985) has shown that the minimum partition is at 
worst twice the size of the minimum cover plus the number of holes. Thus, 
partitioning is a reasonable heuristic for simply connected polygons. 
For polygons with holes, for all heuristics we have considered, the best 
known upper bound on the "performance ratio," the ratio of the number of 
rectangles found by the heuristic to the minimum, k, is O(log k). In exam- 
ples, however, the worst ratios are constants (Franzblau, 1985). These 
heuristics include using the cover obtained from the set of inequivalent 
horizontal slices (see Section II) and the greedy set-covering algorithm, 
where the sets are maximal rectangles (see Johnson, 1974; and Chv/ttal, 
1979). An iterated edge-covering heuristic such as in Hegedfis (1982) has 
not been analyzed for rectilinear polygons. The analysis in Levcopoulos 
and Lingas (1984) relates the number of rectangles produced by this 
heuristic, for general (non-rectilinear) polygons, to the number of vertices 
and the edge lengths. However, their results do not give bounds on the per- 
formance ratio. 
In the remainder of the paper we describe our algorithm for constructing 
a minimum rectangle cover for any vertically convex polygon. 
In Section II, we show how to reduce the covering problem to finding a 
minimum generating set (or basis) for a collection of intervals, and define 
independence for intervals. Section III contains the algorithm for con- 
structing a minimum generating set. The heart of the algorithm is a simple 
operation on "dependent" sets of intervals, iterated until the set is indepen- 
dent. The important definitions are in the beginning of Sections II and III. 
In Section IV we prove that our algorithm is correct, thereby proving the 
interval version of the duality theorem. The proof depends on several 
technical lemmas which are proved in the Appendix. We discuss implemen- 
tation of the algorithm in Section V. The complexity is O(v2), where v is the 
number of vertices in the polygon. To assist the reader we list here our 
most frequently used notation: 
R 
S 
r 
I,J,K, (X, Y) 
X 
G,S, T 
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S-T  
US 
rectilinear polygon 
unit square in a grid 
rectangle (set of squares) 
interval (integer endpoints) 
atom (unit interval (i, i+ 1)) 
set (of intervals) 
cardinality of T 
for T___ S, {Ie S[I¢ T} 
union of intervals in S 
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D, (L, R) 
s(D), s(L, R) 
bracket (distinguished interval) (Sect. III) 
subset of intervals in S which are subintervals of D 
or (L, R) (Sect. III) 
We use the following convention to distinguish "maximum" and 
"maximal." If F is a finite family of subsets of a finite set, f ~ F is maximum 
if it has maximum cardinality. However, f is maximal if no g ~ F properly 
contains f (If F is partially ordered by inclusion, f is a maximal element of 
the partial order.) The same distinction applies to minimum and minimal. 
I I .  REDUCING RECTANGLES TO INTERVALS 
Let R be a rectilinear polygon. A rectangle r ___ R is maximal if no other 
rectangle in R strictly contains r, i.e., all four edges of r contain a boundary 
segment of R. Call r vertically maximal if its upper and lower edges each 
contain boundary segments of R. 
A horizontal slice of R is connected set of squares in the same row of R, 
with both ends on the boundary (i.e., horizontally maximal). Observe that 
each square in R determines a unique horizontal slice. Each horizontal slice 
h also determines a unique maximal rectangle in R (the vertically maximal 
rectangle generated by h). Two horizontal slices which determine the same 
maximal rectangle will be called equivalent. As shown in Fig. 2.1, any com- 
plete set of inequivalent horizontal slices determines a rectangle cover, since 
every square is in some slice. 
The set of inequivalent horizontal slices can be obtained by sweeping R 
from top of bottom with a horizontal line, recording intersections with the 
FIG. 2.1. (a) Complete set of inequivalent horizontal slices. (b) Rectangle cover deter- 
mined by slices. 
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Generating an interval: I=  1 w 2 ~ 3. Rectangles 1, 2, 3 cover the rectangle deter- 
vertical boundaries of R, then deleting equivalent slices. Note that slicing 
yields a simple heuristic for covering any rectilinear polygon (with perfor- 
mance ratio O(log k) (Franzblau, 1985). 
For the remainder of the paper we will restrict attention to vertically 
convex polygons. A nice observation, due to A. Frank (Gy6ri, 1984), is 
that the inequivalent horizontal slices provide a compact description of R, 
as we shall now show. First, project the set of inequivalent slices onto the 
x-axis, to obtain a set S of real intervals (with integer endpoints). If I t  S 
and J _  I is any subinterval (not necessarily in S), then J determines a uni- 
que vertically maximal rectangle (if there were two, R could not be ver- 
tically convex). 
In Fig. 2.2 we see that if J], J2,..., Jk are all subintervals of I and I=  
J1 L) J2 k.3 "'" k.) J k ,  then all squares in the rectangle determined by I are con- 
tained in the union of the rectangles determined by the Ji's. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S and G be sets of intervals. G generates S if every 
interval in S is equal to the union of one or more intervals in G. 
In Fig. 2.2, {J1, J2, J3, J4} generates {I, J1, J2, J3, J4}- Observe that 
any set S generates itself. 
We call G a minimum generating set if IGI is as small as possible. The 
following lemma shows how to construct a cover from a generating set and 
follows directly from the discussion preceding Definition2.1 and from 
Fig. 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S be the set of intervals determined by R (i.e., by the 
horizontal slices of R ). If G generates S, and G contains only subintervals of 
intervals in S, then the set of rectangles determined by G covers R. | 
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(a) (b) 
FIo. 2.3. (a) Independent set of intervals, ordered as in Definition 2.4, with corresponding 
atoms marked. (b) Dependent set: each of x, y, z is contained in the union of the remaining 
intervals. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The number of rectangles in a minimum cover of R is at 
most the number of intervals in a minimum generating set for S. | 
To complete the translation into an interval problem, we use duality. A 
subset of squares in R is called an antirectangle (or an independent set) if 
no two squares lie in a common rectangle inside R. 
The following interval characterization of independent sets is also due to 
Frank. Since we shall only be concerned with intervals with integer 
endpoints, we can think of intervals as finite sets of atoms, or intervals of 
the form (i, i+  1). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A set of intervals S is independent if the intervals can 
be ordered 11, I2,..., I, so that each Ik contains at least one atom not in 
A set with no such ordering will be called dependent. (A more useful 
definition is given in the next section.) Figure 2.3 shows an independent 
and dependent set. Note that if the intervals in S all have distinct left 
endpoints (or distinct right endpoints) then the set is independent. The 
converse is false, as Fig. 2.3 shows. 
We now show how to construct antirectangles of squares from indepen- 
dent sets of intervals (see Fig. 2.4). Let S be determined by R, and let T~ S 
be an independent subset, with ordering (I1, I2,..., Ik) as in Definition 2.4. 
For each j, let hj be any horizontal slice in R projecting onto Ij. Let xj be 
an atom on Ij not contained in 11 12 ..... / j -1. Finally, let sj be the unique 
square in hj which lies above xj. 
LEMMA 2.5. The squares a, s2 ..... sk defined above form an antirectangle, 
i.e., no two lie in a common rectangle. 
Proof (by contradiction). Suppose si and sj are in the same rectangle, 
with i <j. Then the corresponding atoms xi and xj must be contained in 
both I~ and Ij. But, by assumption, xj ¢ 1;. | 
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FIG. 2.4. Construction for Lemma 2.5: (a) independent subset of intervals; (b) atoms of 
Definition 2.4; (c) corresponding horizontal s ices (shaded) and squares determined byatoms. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The number of squares in a maximum antirectangle of 
R is at least the number of intervals in a maximum independent subset of S. 
Let us summarize the results of this section. We now have a top-level 
description of an algorithm for constructing a minimum rectangle cover: 
COVERING ALGORITHM 
(1) Find S, the set of intervals determined by inequivalent horizontal 
slices of R. 
(2) Construct a minimum generating set G for S, where each interval 
in G is a subinterval of some I ~ S. 
(3) Construct the set of vertically maximal rectangles in R deter- 
mined by intervals in G. 
We used the vertical convexity of R in assuming that S is a set (rather 
than multiset) and in assuming that step (3) is uniquely determined. 
Let ~ represent the cardinality of a maximum independent subset of S, 
and 0 the number of intervals in a minimum generating set. 
In addition, let a be the number of squares in a maximum antirectangle 
of R, and k the number of rectangles in a minimum cover. 
It is straightforward to see that a ~< k. Thus, by Corollaries 2.3 and 2.6 we 
have 
~a~k~O.  
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To prove that the covering algorithm produces an optimal cover, we 
shall show how to construct a generating set G with [GI =~, so that 
161 =0. 
III. CONSTRUCTING A MINIMUM GENERATING SET 
Our problem is now the following: find an algorithm whose input is a 
finite set of intervals S and whose output is a minimum generating set. 
Motivation for the algorithm is contained in Fig. 3.1. First, recall 
Fig. 2.2. That figure shows that if G is a generating set containing {/, J1, 
J2,..., Jk} and I=  U~=lJi, then G-{ I}  is also a generating set. (Note: in 
general, if G generates S and G' generates G, then G' generates S.) 
In Fig. 3.1, no single interval from {J1, J2, J3, J4, Js} can be deleted as 
in Fig. 2.2. However, if intervals J2 n J3 and J3 n ,/4 are added to G then J2 ,  
J3, and J4 can all be deleted. By examining the corresponding rectangles in 
R, we see we have replaced a chain of three rectangles with a chain of two 
rectangles. The trick is successful because ach point in U ~= ~ Je is contained 
in at least two intervals. 
To construct the algorithm we first generalize this trick, obtaining a 
"reduction procedure." On input G, a dependent set of intervals, the 
procedure returns a new generating set with IG I -1  intervals. The 
algorithm then iterates the procedure until G is independent. ' 
To describe the reduction procedure formally, we first establish a few 
conventions. Recall that intervals can be viewed as a finite set of atoms or 
unit intervals (i, i+ l). (It is irrelevant whether intervals are open or 
--1 
I f , I l l  
I I I I 
i i I r 12 
I ~-~-'T--' 2n3 
i i I I 
~3 
I i I ~1 i 
I I F - - - I - - - I  3n  4 
I I I 4 
I I I 
FIG. 3.1. Example of reduction procedure: S= { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is the set of intervals deter- 
mined by R (Lemma 2.2). If {2 n 3, 3 n 4} are added to S, then {2, 3, 4} can be deleted as in 
Fig. 2.2. (Note: each interval i denoted by Ji in text.) 
643/63/3-3 
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closed.) Let S be a set of intervals. Let D = (L, R) be an interval (not 
necessarily a member of S). Then S(D) = S(L, R) is the subset of intervals 
in S which are subintervals of (L, R) (i.e., the subset of intervals with both 
endpoints in (L, R)). 
To help avoid confusion we shall call arbitrary intervals (L, R) brackets, 
and reserve the word "interval" for a member of S. Note, however that a 
bracket is an interval, not a set of intervals. 
If S= {J1, J2,..-, Jk} then US= U~=I J, (the union of intervals in S). If 
US is a single bracket, then S is connected. 
The following definitions are crucial to understanding the algorithm and 
the proofs of the next section. 
DEFINITION 3.1 A connected subset of intervals T_  S is simply depen- 
dent if every atom in the bracket U T is contained in at least two intervals 
in T. (Note: T~S(UT).)  
EXAMPLE 3.2. S= {(0, 3) (1, 3) (1, 4) (2, 4) (2, 5) (3, 5)}. T1 = {(1, 3) 
(1,4) (2, 5) (3, 5)} is simply dependent, as is T~u {(2, 4)}. T2= 
T~ ~ {(0, 3)} is not simply dependent because the atom (0, 1) is covered 
only by (0, 3). 
Alternatively, a simply dependent subset T contains two disjoint subsets 
of intervals, T~ and I"2 with UT~ = UT2 • (A proof is in Section V.) 
A simply dependent subset is a "smallest obstruction" to independence, 
as shown in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. A set T of intervals is independent if and only if T contains 
no simply dependent subset. 
Proof. Observe that a simply dependent set is also dependent (cannot 
be ordered as in Definition 2.4), but if T is independent, hen every subset 
must be independent. Conversely, if T contains no simply dependent sub- 
set, then there is an atom x contained in exactly one interval I in T. Set 
I n = I (where n = }TI), then inductively order T -  {I}. I 
DEFINITION 3.4. A bracket D = (L, R) ~ US is simply dependent in S if 
the subset S(D) is simply dependent. 
(We shall also call D a simple dependence, when the set S is clear.) 
In Example 3.2, (1, 4), (2, 5), and (1, 5) are the only simple dependences: 
S(1, 5)= T1U{(2, 4)}. Note that S(2, 4 )= {(2, 4)} so (2, 4) is not simply 
dependent. (Atoms (2, 3) and (3, 4) are each contained in two intervals in 
S but not in two intervals of S(2, 4).) 
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Note that US contains a simply dependent bracket if and only if S con- 
tains a simply dependent subset. 
The following definitions will be needed below to describe the minimum 
generating set algorithm. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A bracket (L, R) is a minimal simple dependence if 
(L, R) is a simple dependence and no proper sub-bracket (L', R') ~ (L, R) 
is a simple dependence. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let S= {(0, 1) (0, 3) (0, 4) (1, 3) (l, 4) (3, 4)}. Then 
(0, 4), (0, 3), and (1, 4) are all simply dependent in S, but only (0, 3) and 
(1, 4) are minimal. However, (0, 4) is minimal in S -  {(1, 3)}. 
DEFrNmON 3.7. If T_~ S, an interval 1~ T is maximal (in T) if no inter- 
val in T properly contains L
In Example 3.6, (0, 4) is the only maximal interval in S; (0, 3) is maximal 
in S(0, 3), but not in S. In Example 3.2 the maximal intervals in S(1, 5) are 
(1, 4) and (2, 5). 
Now assume 11, I 2,..., I k are the maximal intervals in a set T, ordered by 
left endpoints (which must be distinct). Note that they are also ordered 
strictly by right endpoints (proof by induction). 
In Lemma 3.8 below we also need the following definition. A simple 
dependence (L, R) will be called hinge-free, if in S(L, R), each pair of 
maximal intervals Ij, Ij+~ which are adjacent in the ordering by left 
endpoints, intersect in at least one atom. 
If (L, R) is not hinge-free then there is some pair which share an 
endpoint: ! j= (X, Z) and 1~+1 = (Z, Y) (since every atom is contained in 
some maximal interval). The point Z separates (L, R) into two simply 
dependent brackets (L, Z) and (Z, R), where S(L, R) is the disjoint union 
I 
L 
FIG. 3.2. Simple dependence (L, R) with 
simply dependent. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a hinge Z; (L, Z) and (Z, R) are both minimal 
643/63/3-3 "~ 
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of S(L, Z) and S(Z, R) (otherwise there would be a maximal interval 
between Ij and Ij + 1 in the ordering by left endpoints). Visually, the point Z 
appears as a mechanical hinge. (See Fig. 3.2.) Note that a minimal simple 
dependence (Definition 3.5) must be hinge-free. 
We can now give the reduction procedure, Reduce, which is the main 
subroutine of the algorithm: 
Reduce [ S, D] 
Input: S, a collection of intervals. 
D, a simple dependence in S which is hinge-free. 
Output: G, a generating set for S with ISI - 1 intervals. 
(1) T~ S(D) [subset of intervals contained in D as subintervals] 
(2) Let 11, I2,..., Ik be the maximal intervals in T (definition 3.7), ordered 
by increasing left (and right) endpoints. 
(3) I f k= l  then 
G~---S--{I1} 
Else G ~ Su  {I1 nh , /2n i3  ..... I~_1 n/h} - {11, h,.--, Ik}. 
[Replace I1,/2,..., Ix with successive, pairwise intersections] 
Exit 
LEMMA 3.8. When the reduction procedure is applied to S and D, 
(1) Ial = lS I -  1 
(2) G generates S
(3) /f an atom x in D is covered by m + 1 intervals in S, x is covered 
by m intervals in G. 
Proof (1) follows because successive maximal intervals in S(D) inter- 
sect in at least one atom, by the hinge-free asssumption. 
To prove (2), notice that the only intervals in S which are not intervals 
in G are 11, I2,..., lk, so we need only verify that these are generated. For 
convenience, let Io and I~+1 be dummy (empty) intervals, so that G con- 
tains Ijc~Ij+l for O<~j<~k. Now, for any l~ j~k  suppose that I j _ lml j  
and Ijc~!j+l do not generate Ij. The simple dependence of S(D) guaran- 
tees that each atom in the interval I j -  (Ij l C~ I j ) -  (Ij n Ij+ 1) is contained 
in some interval in S(D), which must be non-maximal, and hence con- 
tained in Ij. Thus, Ij is generated by intervals in G. 
(3) follows because at least one maximal interval in S(D) contains x; the 
effect of the reduction is to replace the l + 1 maximal intervals containing x 
by 1 successive intersections. II 
We cannot simply apply the reduction procedure to an arbitrary (hinge- 
free) simple dependence, continuing until the set is independent (i.e., con- 
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tains no simple dependence). The following example shows that the 
generating set obtained may not be minimum. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. S= {(0, 2) (0, 5) (1, 7) (3, 7) (4, 6) (4, 9) (5, 10) 
(8, 10)}; 
D1 = (0, 7) Dz = (4, 10) D3 = (0, 10) 
(these are all simply dependent brackets). 
Case. 1. Reduction procedure applied to D3. Maximal intervals in 
S(D3) are {(0, 5) (1, 7) (4, 9) (5, 10)}: 
G= {(0, 2) (3, 7) (4, 6) (8, 10) (1, 5) (4, 7) (5, 9)}. 
Case 2. Reduction applied to D,, then D2: 
G = {(0, 2) (3, 7) (1, 5) (4, 6) (8, 10) (5, 9)}. 
In Case 1, ]G] = 7, in Case 2, IG] = 6. 
However, it turns out that if we choose D to be a minimal simple depen- 
dence (Definition 3.5), then the generating set is minimum. 
ALGORITHM MGS. 
Input: S, a finite set of intervals. 
Output: G, a minimum generating set for S. 
(1) G~ S 
(2) Do until G contains no simple dependence: 
Let D be any minimal simple dependence in G 
G *- Reduce [ G, D ] 
Exit 
Observe that the algorithm must halt, since the cardinality of the 
generating set is reduced by one at each iteration. The generating set in 
Case 2 of Example 3.9 is one obtained by Algorithm MGS. 
IV. VALIDITY OF ALGORITHM AND PROOF OF DUALITY THEOREM 
In this section we prove that Algorithm MGS produces a minimum 
generating set. In essence, we give a recursive procedure for constructing an 
independent subset of S of size [G], where G is any generating set produced 
by Algorithm MGS. 
To state the theorems we need some notation. If S is any collection of 
intervals and D is a simply dependent bracket hen RDS is the collection of 
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intervals obtained by applying the reduction procedure to S and D. Think 
of RD as an operator, which is applied to a set of intervals. 
We shall need three lemmas, which are stated below and proved in the 
Appendix. The lemmas help explain the need to choose a minimal simple 
dependence in Algorithm MGS. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let D be a minimal simple dependence in S. Let B~_ US be 
a bracket. I f  B is properly contained in D, then B is not simply dependent in
RDS. I f  B is simply dependent in RDS then B is also simply dependent in S. 
(The reduction procedure creates no new simple dependence.) 
LEMMA 4.2. Let D~ and D 2 be distinct simply dependent brackets, such 
that neither contains the other as a sub-bracket, l f D 1 is minimal then D2 is 
also simply dependent in RD1S. (The reduction can only destroy a depen- 
dence D 2 if D1 ~D2.) 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  D 1 and D 2 are distinct, minimal, simply dependent 
brackets in S, then the reduction procedure can be applied in either order, i.e., 
RD is commutative: 
RD1 RD2S = RD2RD1 S. 
If D 1 D2,..., Dk is a sequence of brackets, let 
S~=RDkRDk I ""RD1S 
be the set of intervals obtained by successive applications of the reduction, 
so Sk= Reduce[ Sk_ l, Dk]. (We assume each Di is simply dependent in 
Si- 1 and hinge-free.) Call O1, D2 ..... Dk a reduction sequence. 
We call a reduction sequence optimal if each D i is minimal simply depen- 
dent in Si 1- It is complete if S~ contains no simple dependence. We wish 
to show that any optimal, complete reduction sequence yields a minimum 
generating set. We first prove a lemma whose corollary allows us to 
rearrange optimal sequences, o that all brackets containing a given atom x 
come last in the sequence. 
To prove the main theorem (4.6) choose an atom x covered once in Sk, 
then rearrange the reduction sequence produced by the algorithm. Delete 
all intervals containing x from S, to form S'. Delete all brackets containing 
x from the reduction sequence. It is shown that the truncated sequence is 
optimal for S'. Duality and simple arithmetic are used to complete the 
proof. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let S be a set of intervals. Let D1 and D 2 be brackets uch 
that: 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Then: 
(a') 
(b') 
Proof 
D1 is minimal simply dependent in S; 
D2 is minimal simply dependent in RD1S; 
neither D1 nor D2 properly contains the other. 
D2 is minimal simply dependent in S; 
Da is minimal simply dependent in RDzS. 
Assume D1 ~ Dz (otherwise the result follows immediately) and 
that D~ and D2 overlap, otherwise the result is trivial. 
(a') By Lemma 4.1 and (c), D2 is simply dependent in S. If D2 were 
not minimal, so D ~ D2 were simply dependent in S, then D g DI by (a), 
and D Ig  D by (c). Then, D must be simply dependent in RD1S by 
Lemma 4.2, contradicting (b). 
(b') D1 is simply dependent in RD2S by (c), (a') and Lemma 4.2. As 
above, if D ~ D 1 were simply dependent in RD2S, then by Lemma 4.1, 
D g D2, and D must be simply dependent in S, contradicting (a). | 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let 
D1, D2,..., Di, Di+I, . . . ,  Dk (1) 
be an optimal reduction sequence. Assume there is an atom x with x6 Di, 
x~Di+ 1 . Then 
DI, D2,..., Di+ 1, Di,..., Dk (1') 
is also optimal Furthermore, the two sequences produce the same generating 
set Sk. 
Proof Let S=Si_ I ,  DI=Di, D2=Di+I. Then S, D1, and D2 satisfy 
(a), (b), and (c) of the lemma. Thus (1') is optimal by (a') and (b'). 
By Lemma 4.3 (using (a) and (a')), Si+I=RDi+IRDiSi_ 1 --- 
RDiRDi+ 1S~_ 1, so the generating set Sk is not affected by exchanging D~ 
and Di+ 1. I 
THEOREM 4.6. Let S be a set of intervals. Let D1, D2,..., Dm be any 
optimal, complete reduction sequence for S (m >>, 0). (So Sm is a possible out- 
put of Algorithm MGS.) Then S contains an independent subset T with 
ITI = IS I - -m = ISm[. 
Proof By induction on IS]. ISI :0  is trivial. Also, m=0 is trivial (for 
all IS[ ) since then S itself is independent. 
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Recall, Sk = RDgRDg_ 1"" RD1S for all k. Since S m contains no simple 
dependence, there is an atom x contained in exactly one interval of Sin, and 
in at least one interval of S. 
Let S{x} denote the subset of intervals in S which contain x. Let 
S'= S -S{x} .  We shall apply induction to S'. 
By repeated application of Corollary 4.5 we may assume either: 
(i) no Dj contains x; or, 
(ii) there is an index 0 ~< i < m such that Di + 1, De + 2,..., D,, contain x 
and D1, D2 ..... Di do not contain x. 
Observe that no interval in S{x} is in S(Dj) for 1 ~<j~< i, so D1, D2,..., Di is 
also optimal for S'. We claim it is also complete. Otherwise, there is a sim- 
ple dependence D in S~ = RD iRD i_ ~ . . . RD ~ S'. However, S~ = S~ u S { x } so 
D is also simply dependent in Si. Since xCD, Dj ~ D for i+ 1 <<.j<~m; by 
repeated application of minimality and Lemma 4.2, D is simply dependent 
in Sin, contradicting the independence of Sin. 
By induction, there is an independent set T ' _  S' with 
IT ' l=lS ' l - i .  
For any I~ S{x}, T= T' u {I} is independent. By Lemma 3.8(3) 
Therefore, 
IS(x}l =m- i+ 1. 
[TI : IT'I + 1 : IS ' I - i+  1 
: ISI - (m - i+ 1) -  i+  1 
: IS I -m.  
Since I TI ~ I GI for any generating set, Algorithm MGS produces a 
minimum generating set. We have proved the duality theorem for intervals: 
COROLLARY 4.7 (Gy6ri). For any set of intervals S 
~(s) = o(s). I 
Remark. If G' is a minimum generating set for S' (in Theorem 4.6), it is 
not necessarily true that there is some interval J such that G '~ {J} 
generates S. For example, let S= {(0, 3) (0, 5) (2, 6) (4, 6)}, 
G=$1={0,3)  (2,5) (4,6)} and let x=(0 ,1) .  Then S '={(2 ,6 )  
(4, 6)} =G',  and no single interval can be added which generates (0, 3) 
and (0, 5). 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION 
We now outline how to implement Algorithm MGS in polynomial time. 
We shall see that algorithm is at worst quadratic in n, the number of inter- 
vals, and v, the number of vertices. Represent intervals by ordered pairs 
(X, Y) of integers. Assume the intervals are stored in a doubly linked list, 
ordered by increasing left endpoints. In case of ties, the order is arbitrary. 
We also assume we have an ordered list of all endpoints, marked as to 
whether they are left, right, or both. 
Assume that S, the set of intervals, is connected, i.e., US is a single 
bracket. Otherwise find generating sets for each connected component 
separately. 
Recall that the algorithm to find a minimum generating set has two basic 
steps: (1) given S, the collection of intervals, find (L, R), a minimal simply 
dependent bracket in US; (2) apply the reduction procedure to (L, R) and 
update S. 
The reduction procedure is easily accomplished in linear time. If (Xi, Yi) 
denotes the ith maximal interval in S(L, R) in the ordering by left 
endpoints, then (X;+I Yi+ 1) is the leftmost interval with X~<X~+I < Y~< 
Y;+I ~R, and such that (Xi+l, Y~+I) is the longest interval in (L, R) with 
left end Xi+ 1. Here is a more formal description of the procedure: 
Reduce IS, L, R)] 
[Replaces maximal intervals in S(L, R) by successive intersections] 
(1) (X1, Y1) '-- longest interval in S(L, R) with left end L. 
(2) While Y1 < R do 
Let X be the leftmost endpoint with an interval (X, Y) satisfying 
X I<X< YI< Y<~R 
(3) (X2, Y2)~-longest such interval with X2 = X 
(4) S <'-- S - -  {(X'l, Y1)} u {(X2, Y1)} 
[Delete 11 and add 11 n/2]  
(5) (~'~1, Y1)~ (X2, Y2) 
Endwhile 
(6) [ Y1 = R if (L, R) is simply dependent] 
S,-- S -  {(X1, Y1)} 
[Delete rightmost maximal interval] 
Reduce [S, L, R] ~ S 
Exit 
A minimal simple dependence (L, R) can be found in linear time using 
the following idea. Beginning at the right end R, simultaneously construct 
two disjoint "paths" (connected subsets) of intervals from R. Extend paths 
by adding intervals. To ensure that we find a minimal simple dependence, 
always extend the shorter path first, and always choose the interval which 
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extends the path by the smallest nonzero amount. This is the idea behind 
the following subroutine. 
Procedure SD [S, R, X1, X2] 
[Finds rightmost L such that (L, R) is simply dependent.] 
(1) Unmark all intervals 
(2) [We assume (X1, R) and (X2, R) are the shortest wo intervals with 
right end R, and X1 ~ )(2. ] 
L1 ~- X1 L2 +-- X-2 [Initialize path lengths] 
(3) Mark (X1, R) and (X2, R) [Add (X~, R) to path 1 and (X2, R) to 
path 2 ] 
(4) While L~ ¢ L 2 do 
Let Li be the rightmost of {Zl ,  L2} [path i is shorter] 
(5) If there is an unmarked interval (X, Y) with X< Li ~< Y~< R 
Then L~ ~- rightmost such X [Extend path i by smallest amount] 
Mark corresponding interval (X, Y) [Add (X, Y) to path i] 
Else Procedure SD IS, R, X I, )(2] ~- ~3 
Exit [No simple dependence (L, R)] 
Endwhile 
(6) Procedure SD [S, R, X1, X2] *-- Ll [L1 = L2] 
Exit [(L1, R) is a minimal simple dependence] 
To see that Procedure SD works, first observe that it must halt, since S 
is finite. Suppose it halts having completed the while loop j ~> 1 times; let 
LI(j) and L2(j) be the corresponding values of L 1 and L 2. If LI( j)= L2(j) 
then, since the paths are disjoint, (Zl(j) , R) is simply dependent. Thus, if 
there is no simple dependence (L, R), the procedure has output ~.  If 
(L', R) is the minimal simple dependence with right end R, then LI(j) <<. L' 
(LI(j) is weakly left of L'). 
Note that L'~< L 1(1 ) and L'~< L2(1 ). Assume by induction that L'~< L~(i) 
and L'<~L2(i) for 1 <~i<~j- 1. We have assumed L I ( j -  1) ¢L2( j -  1), so 
there is an atom x in (L', R) covered by only one marked interval. But the 
simple dependence of (L', R) guarantees that an umarked (32, Y) e S(L', R) 
containing x exists. Such an interval will be chosen in step (5) because the 
rightmost X is chosen. So we must have 
L' <~ L~(j) = Lz(j) <. L'. 
We can now put the pieces together to construct he main algorithm. 
Suppose we know R~ < R 2 < "'" Rk, all the right endpoints of intervals. For 
each i, let c~ be the number of intervals with right end i; then we need test 
only those R~ for which c~/> 2. If ci~> 2, then we need determine the two 
shortest intervals with right end Ri only once: when we reduce a simply 
dependent bracket (L~, R~), of the intervals with right end R~, only the 
longest is removed, which does not affect he order of those remaining. 
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ALGORITHM MGS [S] 
[Constructs minimum generating set for S] 
(1) Let R1 < R2 < "'" < gk be all right endpoints of intervals, ordered from 
left to right. 
For i= l tok f lo  
c; ,-number of intervals with right end R 
~"il, ~t'~i2 ~--left endpoints of shortest wo intervals with right 
end R [Possibly Xi2 = ~]  
Endfor 
(2) For i= 1 to k do 
(3) While Ci>/2 do [R  i is a candidate right end] 
Z i ~ Procedure SD, IS, Ri, Xil , Xi2] 
[(L~, Rg) is minimal simply dependent] 
(4) If L i¢  ~ then S ~ Reduce IS, Li, Ri] 
C i ~"  C i - -  1 
(5) Else c~ ~-0 [No simple dependence with right end Ri] 
(6) Endwhile 
(7) Endfor 
Algorithm MGS [S] ~ S 
Exit 
To show Algorithm MGS is correct we must only show that if Cl, c2,... , 
ci_ 1 ~< 1 (after i -  1 passes through step (2)) thenthe reduction of (Li, Ri) 
creates no simple dependence D = (L, R) with R to the left of Ri. But, this 
follows from Lemma 4.1, since cj ~< 1 implies there is no simple dependence 
with right end Rj. 
Since the intervals are stored in a left-ordered list, Reduce and Procedure 
SD are at worst linear in n, the number of intervals. Step (1) of Algorithm 
MGS may be performed, using our original list of all endpoints, by reading 
through the list of intervals once, simultaneously keeping a tally of inter- 
vals and storing the left endpoints of the shortest wo intervals found 
for each right end. This procedure is O(n log k), where k is the number of 
right ends. If kl is the number of times Procedure SD is performed, and m 
is the number of times the reduction is performed, the algorithm is 
O((log k + kl + m) n), which is O(n 2) in the worst case. 
It is not difficult to construct a vertically convex polygon such that this 
implementation of MGS achieves the worst case running time for the 
corresponding set of intervals. 
To see that the number of intervals is at most v, the number of vertices of 
the polygon, observe that the topmost horizontal slice for each interval 
contains at least one corner (vertex) of the polygon along the top edge of 
the slice. These corners are distinct, so n ~< v. (One can actually show, using 
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FIG. 5.1. Partitioning with horizontal chords. 
results of Ohtsuki (1982), that for vertically convex polygons, 
v - 4/8 <~ n <~ v/2.) 
In order to complete the analysis of the algorithm for constructing a rec- 
tangle cover, we must also consider: (1) constructing the set of intervals 
determined by a vertically convex polygon; and (2) reconstructing the rec- 
tangle cover from the interval generating set. (We shall outline the solution, 
but omit the details.) (1) can be accomplished by first partitioning the 
polygon using horizontal chords only (see Fig. 5.1), as in Ohtsuki (1982); 
the intervals determined by these rectangles are those determined by 
inequivalent slices. The partitioning can be accomplished easily in O(v 2) 
steps, or in O(v log v) steps using a balanced tree to store vertices. 
To solve (2), first observe that since the polygon R is vertically convex, 
to each atom there corresponds exactly one upper and one lower horizon- 
tal boundary segment of R. Thus, for each interval we need to find the 
minimum upper segment and maximum lower segment among those 
corresponding to the atoms covered by the interval. Assuming the polygon 
grid is "normalized" so that each grid line contains ome vertex, then solv- 
ing (2) is trivially O(v2). By using a group-tree structure to store intervals 
(due to McCreight, in Ullman, 1984, pp. 384-391) we can actually con- 
struct the rectangles in O(v log v) steps. 
VI. OPEN QUESTIONS 
We have given an efficient algorithm for constructing a minimum rec- 
tangle cover for a class of polygons which are essentially l-dimensional. 
Franzblau (1985) has discovered recently that an analogous duality 
theorem and minimum cover construction hold for k-dimensional rec- 
tilinear polygons that are "k -  1 convex." For arbitrary, simply connected 
rectilinear polygons there is neither a simple reduction to an interval 
problem, nor a duality theorem. However, it is possible that a 
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generalization of the interval reduction algorithm will produce a minimum 
cover for some larger class of non-convex polygons. We have studied the 
problem of covering regions which can be partitioned into a few vertically 
convex components, but even this simple extension has proved quite dif- 
ficult to analyze. Preliminary results suggest that finding a minimum cover 
for any simply connected polygon is NP-hard. Traditional "component 
design" proof techniques seem to be useless here. 
We would also like to know whether one of the heuristics we have men- 
tioned, or another (such as using our reduction procedure for "local 
improvement") has a constant performance ratio. We conjecture that the 
answer is yes. 
Another interesting algorithmic question is rectangle covering for 
polygons with diagonal (45 °) edges. (This is a more realistic approximation 
for integrated circuit applications.) Assume that polygons have integer ver- 
tices and no acute angles, and that rectangles can have two orientations. Is
there again a restricted class of such polygons (e.g.) convex in two direc- 
tions) with an analogous duality theorem? What are good heuristics in this 
case? These questions are also open for 3-dimensional polygons. 
Finally, our reduction procedure is similar in character to augmenting 
path methods for maximum matching (Lawler, 1976), but neither our 
result, nor the duality theorem seem to be a consequence of these classical 
duality results. However, it is likely that there is some deeper connection 
between these theorems and algorithms. 
APPENDIX: PROOFS OF LEMMAS OF SECTION IV 
LEMMA 4.1. Let D be a minimal simple dependence in S. Let B ~_ US be 
a bracket. I f  B is properly contained in D then B is not simply dependent in 
RDS. I f  B is simply dependent in RDS then B is simply dependent in S. 
Proof. First assume B is properly contained in D. Let D = (L, R) and 
B = (X, Y). Let Ij, Ij+ 1 ..... It be the ordered maximal intervals in S(D) such 
that I jnlj+ 1, Ij+l h i  i+2 ..... 1l 1 All  are in RDS(B). Then lj+l, Is+2,..., 1l 
are in S(X, R) and Ij, Ij+l ..... It_l are in S(L, Y). Suppose very atom in 
(X, Y) were covered twice in RDS(X, Y) but not in S(X, Y); then, by the 
minimality of D, there is at least one pair Ij, Ij+l. Since these are adjacent 
maximal intervals, no interval in S(D) contains atoms in both (L, X) and 
(Y, R). Thus, every atom in (L, Y) is covered twice in S(L, Y) and every 
atom in (X, R) is covered twice in S(X, R), which violates the minimality of 
(L, R). 
The remainder of the proof is trivial if B and D do not intersect, or 
D __. B. Thus assume (L, R)= D and (X, Y)= B intersect in the bracket 
(X, R). (The same argument works when the intersection is (L, Y).) If 
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FIG. A.1. Configurations in proof of Lemma 4.2 (with atorn x shaded). Top: 
I, Je S(D1 n D2); bottom: J ¢ S(D, n D2). 
I j ( ) I j+  1 is in (X, R), where Ij and Ij+ 1 are adjacent maximal intervals in 
S(L, R), then Ij+l is in (X, R). Thus, any atom covered twice in RD(X, Y) 
is covered twice in S(X, Y) as well. | 
LEMMA 4.2. Let D1 and D2 be distinct simply dependent brackets in S, 
such that neither contains the other as a sub-bracket. If D 1 is minimal then 
D2 is simply dependent inRD1S. 
Proof Let D1 = (L1, R1) and D 2 = (L2, R2). We may assume D1 is left 
of O2:L1 < L2 < R1 < R 2 (if D1 and D2 do not overlap the result is trivial). 
Then, D 1 ~O 2 = (L2 ,  R1).  
Assume D2 is not simply dependent in RDIS. Then there is an atom x in 
D1 ~O2 covered by at most one interval in RD1S(D2). However, the sim- 
ple dependence of D2 means that x is contained in exactly two intervals/, J 
in S(D2) (see Fig. A.1.). 
Suppose I and J are both contained in S(DtnD2). As a corollary of 
Lemma 3.8(3) we may assume no other interval in S(D1 riD2) contains x. 
Suppose some other interval in S(D~) contains x. By verifying the three 
cases (/, J not maximal in S(D~); I maximal only;/ ,  J both maximal) one 
finds a contradiction: there are two intervals in RD1 S(D1 n O2) containing 
x. So, we may assume/, J are the only intervals in S(D1) containing x. 
However, by the simple dependence of S(D2) , all atoms left of 
x= (i, i+  1) in (L2, RI) are covered twice in S(L2, i)w {L J}. By the sim- 
ple dependence of S(D1), all atoms right of x are covered twice in {/, J} w 
S(i + 1, R1). But then S(L2, R1) = S(D1 ~ D2) is simply dependent, violating 
the minimality of D1. 
Now suppose JeS(D2) but J¢S(Dlc~D2). The simple dependence of 
S(D~) means there is an interval KeS(Dt) containing x with 
K• S(D 1 ~ O2). Thus, contrary to our assumption, in RDIS(D2) there are 
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Configuration i proof of Lemma 4.3. 
two intervals containing x: J, and either I or the intersection of I with some 
(maximal) interval in S(D1) containing x. I 
LEMMA 3. If D 1 and D 2 are distinct minimal simply dependent brackets 
in US, then 
RD1 RD2 S = RD2RD1 S. 
Proof As in Lemma 4.2 we may assume Z 1 < L2 < R1 < R2. We may 
further assume that S(D 1 N D2) is nonempty, otherwise S(D1)= RD2S(D1) 
and S(D2)= RD1S(D2), and the result follows directly. The minimality of 
D 1 (or D2) implies that there is some atom x contained in exactly one inter- 
val I in S(D1 n D2). The simple dependence of D1 and D2 means there exist 
intervals J~ S(D2) and Ke S(DO which contain x. 
Any maximal interval in S(D2) to the left of x is contained in K; any 
maximal interval in S(DI) to the right of x is contained in J; and I is the 
only interval in S(D~ n D2) containing x. Thus, I is the only interval which 
can be maximal in both S(D1) and S(D2). 
If I is not maximal in S(D1) (e.g.) then all the "new" intervals in 
RDIS(Da) (intersections of maximal intervals in S(D~)) are either not in 
DlnD 2 or  are contained in J. Thus, the maximal intervals in RD~S(D2) 
are the same as those in S(D2). On the other hand, the new intervals in 
RD2S(D2) are either not in D1 c~ D2, are contained in K, or are contained 
in L Again, the maximal intervals in RD2S(D1) are the maximal intervals 
in S(D~). Therefore RDIRD2S=RDIRD2S, if I is not maximal in both 
S(D~) and S(D2). 
If I is maximal in both sets, we must verify that the same list of intervals 
is produced in either order. If the reducton is applied to D1 first, an 
argument similar to the preceding case shows that the maximal intervals in 
RD~ S(D2) are the same as in S(D2) except hat I is replaced by In  K'. K' is 
the maximal interval in S(Da) adjacent to, and to the left of/ .  (K' contains 
x because K contains x, see Fig. A.2.) If D2 is reduced first, the maximal 
intervals in RDzS(D~) are the same as in S(D1) except hat I is replaced by 
InJ', where J' is the maximal interval in S(D2) adjacent o and to the 
right of L 
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Let J" be the maximal interval in S(D2) adjacent to and left of/,  and K" 
the maximal interval in S(D1) adjacent to and right of I (either J" or K" 
may not exist). (See Fig. A.2.) To verify that we obtain the same intervals 
in either order, first observe that K'n ln J '  is always non-empty and is 
produced during the second reduction. If D1 is reduced first then 
J "nK 'n I= J "n I  is produced on the second reduction, while INK" is 
produced on the first. If D2 is reduced first then I n f  n K"=InK" is 
produced second while In  J" is produced first. (If J"= ~ or K"= ~,  this 
is still true.) | 
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